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In the Name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful

 All praise is due to God, the Lord of the Worlds,
 and peace and greetings be upon our Master
 Muhammad, and upon his pure household,
especially the one remaining with God on earth

 Another 14th of Khordad is upon us, and
 the public environment of the country has
 become imbued with the memory of that great
 personality, that great man, that irreplaceable
 leader, that tender heart, that iron first, that
 unwavering determination, that deep and bright
 faith and that wise and insightful sage. Today
 and for many years to come in distant futures,
 our nation and our country need to guard this
.dear memory and remembrance

 

 The Islamic Republic, Imam’s most important
innovation

 What I want to discuss with our dear nation
 today is about our magnanimous Imams’ most
 important innovation. He was the architect
 of many innovations, but this one was his
 most important innovation: the innovation of
 establishing the Islamic Republic. That was
 our magnanimous Imam’s innovation which is
 synonymous with religious democracy, which
 was formalized under the title of the Islamic
 Republic and which turned into a system
 originating from the thoughts and willpower of
 the Iranian nation and from the leadership of
.our magnanimous Imam
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 Imam Khomeini guided the Iranian nation
to determine their own fate



 Imam’s decisiveness and the Islamic Republic’s
victories silenced the enemies

 I would like to start the discussion by saying that
 among political systems in the world – including
 revolutionary systems and those established in
 the last one, two centuries – I do not know of
 any system that has been subject to as many
 predictions about its destruction, eradication and
 overthrow as the Islamic Republic. Since the
 first day when the Islamic Republic was formed,
 ill-intentioned personalities, enemies and those
 inside and outside the country who could not
 digest and tolerate that great phenomenon said
 that the Islamic Republic would not survive more
 than two months. And sometimes, they said that
 it would not survive more than six months, one
 year and that after that, it would be overthrown.
 Well, Imam’s power and decisiveness and
 subsequently, the great victories of the Iranian
 nation in the eight-year war and various other
.events extinguished that uproar

 In other words, the uproar gradually diminished
 and it was almost non-existent at the end of
 Imam’s life, but after his demise, ill-intentioned
 individuals were resuscitated again and their
 hope was boosted again, thus repeating their
 cliché dreams in the form of predictions. A very
 old and derelict party with extravagant claims
 made an announcement in the year 1369, saying
 that the Islamic Republic was standing at the
 edge of a precipice – actually, this was what
 the announcement meant. In other words, if it
 makes one more move, it will be done for. This
.was said in the year 1369

 A few years later, another group and another
 party–they unfortunately held governmental
 positions and were among the members of the
 Islamic Parliament at the time–wrote a letter
 saying that there was little time left for the Islamic
 Republic. It implied that the Islamic Republic
 would not survive more than a few days and that
 it should be overthrown. That was another party
 and they more or less had the same dispositions
 as the other party. It shared the same beliefs
 with it to some extent. Before and after those
 people too, there were individuals, groups and
 parties who used to say the same things inside or
 outside the country under the aegis of foreigners
 and the enemies of the Islamic Republic and
 their statements would be broadcast in the radio
 and other such media, foretelling the overthrow
 of the Islamic Republic. That is to say, they
 voiced their wishful thinking in the form of
 news, analysis and the like and they shared that
.happy news with one another

 The last time this happened was one or two
 years ago when the Americans said the final
 word in this regard! One high-ranking American
 politician announced with confidence that
 the Islamic Republic would not see its 40th
 anniversary. These were the predictions about
 the Islamic Republic. I do not remember if any
 other political system, since it was established
 until many years after that, has been subject to
 as many predictions regarding its destruction
.and overthrow

 Of course, those who made such prophecies
 said that because they were looking at many
 revolutions and at the systems established
 on the basis of them. That is because many
 movements and revolutions – including in East
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 and Southeast Asia, in West Asia, in Africa and
 in Europe, such as the Great French Revolution –
 perished a short while after their existence. They
 had an enthusiastic beginning and a venomous
 ending. The Great French Revolution, which
 was initially against monarchy, suffered from
 a tyrannical monarchy itself, almost 15 years
 after its birth – the government of Napoleon
 Bonaparte. The same is true of other revolutions
 in other places. Throughout the world, such
.systems suffered the same fate

 The same thing happened in our own Iran. The
 Constitutional Movement germinated with
 all that fuss, excitement, fatwas and the like,
 but 15 years after the Constitution edict was
 signed, someone like Reza Khan came to power
 with that appalling dictatorship and that dark
 tyranny, which was much worse than Qajari
 tyranny. Later on as well, in the years 1329
 and 1330 – the years marked by the National
 Movement – a certain movement came into
 being, bringing the people to the streets, thereby
 nationalizing Iran’s oil and snatching it away
 from the English. However, one, two years later,
 an English and American coup was launched,
 helping Mohammad Reza to resume another
 complex and very dangerous dictatorship for
.long periods of time

 These incidents have taken place in the world.
 They were anticipating that fate for us by
 looking at the past. However, not only was the
 Revolution and Imam Khomeini’s system not
 dissolved and not only did it not come to a halt,
 but it also became more powerful on a daily
 basis, refusing to surrender and to back off. It
 displayed and showcased its independence with
 each passing day. It accomplished great feats
 and overcame the obstacles. And they created

 so many obstacles on the way of this Revolution
 and this system: all sorts, including political,
 economic, security and various other obstacles.
 The Islamic Republic overcame all of them and
 it galloped forward. Today, the Islamic Republic
 is more developed and advanced than when it
 first began work 40 years ago and it is better in
.every aspect by God’s favor and grace

The secret to the survival of the Islamic Republic

 Well, a question arises here about the secret
 to this survival and this progress: Why did the
 Islamic Republic not suffer the same fate as
 other political systems and revolutions despite
 all that enmity? What is the reason and what
 is the secret of this? I will tell you that the
 magnificent and pride-generating secret to the
 survival of this system could be summed up
 in two words: “Republic” and “Islamic”. The
 harmony between these two is the secret to the
 survival. And the organism that has been formed
 out of these two words should be protected: both
 the Republic and Islamic aspect of it, both the
 people and Islam. “Republic” means people and
 “Islamic” means coming from Islam. This is the
.same as religious democracy

 Formulating and implementing the theory of the
Islamic Republic was Imam’s great achievement

 Our magnanimous Imam’s great accomplishment
 was that he created this thought and this theory
 – the theory of the Islamic Republic – and
 brought it to the arena where various political
 theories existed. At that time, different political,
 theories in the east and the west clashed with
 one another over political matters and outlooks
 – and he subsequently implemented and realized
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 that theory. He did not just formulate theory,
 he executed it as well and this way, he brought
 the Islamic Republic into existence. That was
.Imam’s great achievement

 Imam’s deep understanding of Islam and deep
 trust in the people helped him formulate and
execute the theory of the Islamic Republic

 Well, Imam (May God the Exalted bestow
 paradise on him) was a great man in many
 different ways, one of which was his religious
 knowledge and understanding. The source of
 support for creating that theory and then putting
 it into practice was on the one hand his deep
 understanding of Islam – he knew Islam and
 he knew that Islamic governance was the main
 message of Islam. On the other hand, was his
 deep faith in the people. He had tremendous faith
 in the people. He believed in their capabilities,
 willpower and loyalty and we have an abundance
.of memories about his astonishing faith in them

 In the year 1341, when the movement had just
 started, in one class, he steered the discussion
 towards political matters and the most important
 affair of the country. He pointed to the desert in
 Qom, saying that if we at that time asked the
 people, they would have filled the desert! In the
 year 1341, no one would have thought that it
 would be possible to make the people join the
 cause. Imam would think that the two parts of the
 theory, the theory of the Islamic Republic – both
 its Islamic and Republic aspect – originated from
 Islam. His theory was based on Islam. Actually,
 it was his mastery over Islamic teachings and
 his deep and comprehensive understanding of
 Islamic lessons that crafted the theory in the
.mind of that great personality

The opponents of the Islamic Republic theory

 Well, I should add that the theory had certain
 opponents. Both aspects of the issue – the
 Islamic aspect and the governance of Islam,
 and the popular and democratic aspect of the
 theory – had staunch opponents since the first
 day until today. In the present time too, there are
 opponents who have certain viewpoints, which
:I will point to

 Groups opposed to the authority of Islam:  .1
non-religious and religious secularists

 There were unfaltering opponents against the
 idea that the country and that life in general
 should be managed according to Islamic values,
 principles, guidelines and rules. Of course, not
all of them were the same: Some were non-
 religious secularists who essentially believed
 that religion did not have such a right and that it
 was not in a position to concern itself in social
 and political matters of the country and to lead
 the social and managerial system of the country.
 They believed that religion did not have such
 a function. According to this viewpoint, if
 someone believes in religion, they should know
 that religion is confined to saying daily prayers,
 fasting and taking care of personal affairs and
 the like. That is to say, they did not believe in the
 authority of religion in any way. Some of them
 even went as far as to believe that religion was
 opium for society and that it was harmful: not
.only is it not beneficial, but it is also detrimental

 These were one group of people opposed to the
 authority of Islam, but there was another group
 who believed in religion and who would try
 to defend it by saying that religion should not
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 get involved in politics, that it should not  .1
 get contaminated with politics and that it
 should stand aside, preserve its holiness and
 refuse to enter the arena of politics, which is
 an arena characterized by conflict, agitation,
 tension and the like. If one wants to have a
 correct assessment of such individuals, one
 should say that they are religious secularists.
 They are religious, but in the reality, they are
 secular. To say it in simple terms, they do not
 at all believe in the involvement of religion in
 various aspects of life. They were antagonistic
.to the authority of Islam

 Groups hostile to the authority of the people: .2
 secular liberals and religious believers not
believing in the people

 As for the opponents of the people’s authority
 and democracy, these people two were
 comprised of two fronts: one front was formed
 of secular liberals who believed in democracy,
 but who said that democracy has nothing to do
 with religion whatsoever. According to that
 view, it is liberals, technicians and, as they
 themselves put it, “technocrats” who should
 get involved in the area of republicanism
 and democracy. They believed that religious
 democracy and the Islamic Republic were
 meaningless. So, they did not agree with
 the republic aspect. And there were another
 group of people who believed in religion, but
 who also believed that religious authority
 did not depend on the people: “Who are the
 people to rule? It is religion which should
 rule and govern.” These were another group.
 Examples of the latter were witnessed lately
 in the excessive form of DAESH who naively
 thought that they were advocating religious
 authority and who did not grant any role to
.people

 Groups hostile to the authority of the people: .2
 secular liberals and religious believers not
believing in the people

 As for the opponents of the people’s authority
 and democracy, these people two were
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 view, it is liberals, technicians and, as they
 themselves put it, “technocrats” who should
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 democracy and the Islamic Republic were
 meaningless. So, they did not agree with
 the republic aspect. And there were another
 group of people who believed in religion, but
 who also believed that religious authority
 did not depend on the people: “Who are the
 people to rule? It is religion which should
 rule and govern.” These were another group.
 Examples of the latter were witnessed lately
 in the excessive form of DAESH who naively
 thought that they were advocating religious
 authority and who did not grant any role to
.people

 The theory of the Islamic Republic complies
with the essence of Islam
 With reliance on God, with faith in the
 people and by benefiting from his deep
 understanding of religion, Imam stood firm,
 moving that theory forward and realizing that
 great accomplishment in society. I should add
 that this theory is a scholarly outlook which is
 not based on emotions. That religion should
 govern and that people should be present in
 such a government – which could be translated
 into religious democracy – is something that
 .originates from the heart of Islam




